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Ernest Hemingway won a Nobel Prize in 1954. James P. Foley, not to be outdone by
the men of the Swedish Academy, has devised his own prize for the author, a prize more in
the nature of a booby than a bobble. Mr. Foley, a senior, is a member of the board.

For Whom the Bough Breaks
by /ames P. Foley, '55

"When the bough breaks, the cradle will
fall:
Down will come baby
Cradle
and
all. "
Mother Goose
HIS is my one experience, my one life,
thought Bernard as he dropped from
the branch to the pine needle floor of
the forest. He lay there, feeling his strong
heart beat against the good pine floor of the
forest. I am a little hamstrung in my hips,
. thought Bernard, but I shin good.
And there she was, her small, hard, wheatgerm breasts full above the tightly-drawn skiprope around her waist. Her cropped hair wiresang as she vaulted down the hillside at him.
She vaults good, thought Bernard.
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"Hello, A mericana," she said. "I slept with
Hernando last night. I should not say this to
you, parco, for I do not know you, but on the
other hand it is good for you to know everything and it is true and you must listen well."
"That is not wrong, daughter," said Bernard.
" I have had this sadness before under the
round sun when I could not somersault backwards, but I know thou love me well, and I
shall suddenly and very much love thee." I
must know this handsome grainstalk thought
Bernard.
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"Do thou make love, my papa?"
"Oui, oui, my little mujer."
"Thou hast much sorrow." She touched her
hand to his cheek, and it was cracked and yogurt-like and not yet out of adolescence. "We
are having fun, aren't we?" she asked.
"Yes, daughter, but let's not think of anything." He gazed at her nibbling his calf
and thought what a rotten life it really was.
He thought of his other nieces, ten dead and
several unaccounted for, and suddenly felt
sorry for her good. They couldn't take it.
Maybe this one could learn .. . he gently disengaged her curiously dog-like canines. "Shall
we eat, my sister?"
Her stomach snarled good.
"I remember a place from before."
"From befo re," she echoed, and her small
eyes sunk below her pink jowls as she tried to
hide her tears.
She is brave, thought Bernard. "Was it bad
before?"
For answer she was quickly full in his arms,
and he could feel her young body bristle
through the thin floursack which was her shift,
and he was trying to kiss her, kiss every part of
her good, but her eyes would not come up from
behind her damp and sticky jowls, so he sneezed
and stroked her hair.
"I am sorry, but I do not know how to kiss ."
"There is no need to kiss, but thou must
raise thine eyes," he said sternly.
"I am sorry. I shall learn everything. You
must love me. " Her eyes were up now, asking
forgiveness.
"I shall always love thee." She coyly skinnedthe-cat on his chest. "Let us eat and not think
of anything. "
With fingertips just touching they cartwheeled through the short, sharp corn-stubble
under the yellow sun and they arrived at the
place from bef ore. Giotto himself came out to
greet them, showing his remembrance-ofthings-past, flat profile. "Hello, my Gymkhana." His good teeth flashed as he removed
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his halo-like tortilla in a sweeping bow. Bernard smiled painfully as he remembered things
past.
"My Captain, it is well to see you once more.
Please bring me your menu which I like very
much indeed." Giotto led them to the back of
the dark room and gave them the booth with the
exercise bar.
"Remember my friend when we were besieged without the can-opener. We tried to
squeeze the spruce stems . .. ." The girl paled
and the pungent odor of peasant fear flowed.
She pales good and she smells good, thought
Bernard. But that is not all right, for I shin
good and she must not hear, my good, strong,
brave alfalfa blossom must not hear. He cut
Giotto off, tersely yet well.
"V-8 juice, ninety-nine to one. The way
Franco mixes them. "
"Shall we have roquefort in our salad, my
large father?"
"It is not the roquefort season. Let us sit
and think on nothing."
She rubbed good his bad leg with her timid,
potato fingers. He sighed, for it was well, but
she asked : "Please tell me about your gym
experiences, but not the places where you were
hurt, oh no, not those places."
He took a brave and careful swallow of the
V-8 juice and felt it warm and fine, and thought
of the parachute and the screeching platypus.
He rose abruptly just as Giotto returned with
the fried bananas. Giotto understood as the
girl understood as the waitresses understood
and Bernard was glad for it was good for them
to have understood. He and Giotto exchanged
a poignant remembrance-of-things-past smile,
and Giotto gazed at the girl, and the girl did
not know how to kiss but was not embarrassed.
How could he tell her that he did not know her
name that it was his last and one life and that
this was the only good?
And he was on the strong bough in the
black forest. And he was waiting. Please
come now, oh, come now, do not wait my little
ferret, for they understand.
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Then he saw her coming, hopping swiftly
and well on her hands down the slope to the
tall fine pine tree. He reached down and swung
her up. Outside it was cold and dark like
night, but the outside cold and night-like dark
made the bough warm, and she was nuzzling his
cheek and he thought of that other day with
she who was called hamster. But that was not
good, fqr now he was here with her and she
loved him and they must think of nothing else.
"I came as swiftly as I could," and her
moist compost breath smelled well over him
and that was the smell he liked, for it was the
smell of the good things of life, and he was
hungry. He kissed her and her eyes stayed up,
and he knew this experience was good.
"Miss Smith."
"Yes."

"Little sister."
"Yes."
"Art thou cold?"
"Oh, yes. Please."
And Bernard was happy. "We are together
and I love thee much and it is fine, my daughter."
"Yes, it was a fine double-roll."
Then afterwards they slept, and he drew
her near him and they were as one as the majestic canned asparagus stalks which was an
allegiance. And she slept soundly and well
and did not awake when he kissed her. He dug
into the floursack shift which was an allegiance
and put his skiprope and vial of V-8 juice where
he could reach them handily.
I shin good, he sneezed and lay thinking of
nothing under the well-round moon.

We are still anxiously waiting to publish something from the freshman class besides verse.
In the meantime the REVIEW happily presents the following rwo writers for the second time.

Tomorrow
by Remington Rose, '58
The air is heavy and gray
Today.
Tomorrow the black sun holds his sway,
But not today.
The leaves are red; the leaves are brown.
The trees are tattered and torn
Today.
Tomorrow the leaves will have been blown
down.
The trees will be dean-shorn,
But not today.
Coarse flowers droop along the walk.
The grass-color turns
Today.
Tomorrow the dry blossoms fall from the stalk.
All the grass burns,
But not today.
There is much choking and gasping for breath
Today.
Tomorrow will come the sweet, absolute death,
But not today.

A Horse and a Man at Tours -

732

by Manown Kisor, Jr., '58
Gallant steed of a conquering king:
Your misty visage haunts the plain
Where plowman's horse now plods.
The field once soaked with Frankish blood
Now stands in silent rain.
Your gallant bones decaying lie
Amidst the bones of men
Who fell that long forgotten day
In the silent, shady glen.

The Golden Hammer, King of kings:
You who rode that fateful day;
Conqueror of the heathen horde,
We know you by your name alone,
A name made famous by a sword.
Your damp grave lies unmarked, unknown,
Somewhere in dark and dirty clay.
We know you by your name alone,
You who rode that fateful day.

Since the appearance of his story in the fall issue of the REVIEW, Lafe and his wife have
acquired a new house in Farmington. By the time of our spring issue we expect that they
will have progressed materially toward filling up that house.

/eleise
by L. F. Page, Ill, '57

HE Farmington Avenue bus pulled up
to the corner and Jeleise boarded with
a great sense of relief. She fumbled
with her books and pocketbook until she had
her fare, then turned and sank into a seat nearest the window. For awhile she gazed at the
black rubber mats on the floor of the bus and
their semi-fluid covering of mud and soggy,
crumpled bits of paper. After a bit she turned
her attention to the foggy, rainswept window
beside her and watched the endless succession
of blocks slip past. The warmth of the bus
seemed very comforting after the long wait in
the November rain. Soon her thoughts were
wandering back over the events of the day, a
not too pleasant one.
There had been a quiz in history class this
morning. The only thing the instructor was
interested in was the Popes and the dates they
held office or something like that. She had
gotten mad in German class later and broken
into Dutch when she was translating. That guy
didn't even know the difference. He turned
to the class and said he would like all of them
to translate that way. Very funny.
The bus stopped at a light and Jeleise was
jerked back to the present when her gaze fell
on the display cards for tulip bulbs at the
Garden Center. She laughed softly to herself
and allowed her thoughts to follow the whim
that had crossed her mind. It had all seemed
to have happened so long . . ..
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The children were sttmng uneasily at the
table. The odors coming from the stove proved
too much for the younger ones and they showed
it by calling their Mamma to hurry. The older children were silent with anticipation. Mamma placed the steaming bowls before the
children and spoke quietly to Pops. He said a
short prayer and they began to eat. The young
ones ate quickly and silently like so many wolf
cubs. Mamma started to say something to
them about eating so fast but her voice caught
in her throat, only an unintelligible murmur
came forth. Jeleise looked up and watched
her, then turned back to her plate which was
almost clean. There were just scant remains of
a tulip bulb left. She thought of the happenings
of that morning and could no longer eat. With
her older sister she had walked to the village
before daybreak to sell firewood but two German soldiers had stopped them on the way and
confiscated the wood for their sentry box stove.
One of the soldiers had grabbed Jeleise about
the waist but she had gotten off with only a
torn blouse. The two girls had run halfway
home before they remembered they weren't supposed to run. It used too much energy and there
was no food left in the house. The last of the
crocuses had been eaten at yesterday's meal.
They stopped in their flight and sat down at
the side of the path to decide what they should
do. It was then that Sister remembered old
Meinheer's tulip beds. He had been killed

JELEISE
when the Germans first came and he didn't have
any family left. They used to be right near
here. Sister looked through the fields to the
right of the road and Jeleise on the left. It was
Jeleise that found them. They both began digging the crusted earth, then Sister found one
but it was all rotted. They had been digging
for three hours when they could find no more
of the precious bulbs. They had found fifteen
good ones and all the rest were rotten. They
placed the bulbs carefully inside their blouses
and made their way home. Mamma had been
very upset when she saw Jeleise's torn blouse
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and made her change before Pops saw it. She
was afraid of what her husband might do if he
saw it after what had happened last year to his
oldest daughter.
A passing car sprayed water against the
window startling Jeleise out of her reminiscing.
She thought again of her annoyance with the
trifling history instructor and the slightly inane
German instructor and almost laughed aloud.
The bus came to a stop and she got off, arranged her books and with a carefree toss of her
pert blonde head she walked the rest of the way
home.

In one hundred and thirty-two years, Trinity has amassed traditiOn. Except for stately
academic processions and a few other ornaments, however, tradition reposes quietly in the
Library's closed stacks, the dignity of the quadrangle, and the windswept classrooms, so seldom
called forth that we are likely to overlook it. Richard A. Freytag of this year's graduating
class recalls a Trinity poet of the Civil War.

Trinity's Battle Laureate of the Civil War
by Richard A. Freytag, '55

HILE all Trinity College men are
familiar with Bishop Thomas
Church Brownell, whose statue
stands in the center of the quadrangle, they
know less of his nephew Henry Howard Brownell, who was an equally prominent figure in
his day. The poetry that Henry Brownell
wrote on the civil war was so popular in America that Oliver Wendell Holmes named him
"Our Battle Laureate."
Brownell was born in Providence, Rhode
Island, in February of 1820. Within a few
years his parents brought him to East Hartford to live. As a boy, Brownell spent a brief
time clerking in New York. Then he returned to graduate in 1841 from Washington
(now Trinity) College. After teaching for a
short while in Mobile, Alabama, where he lived
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among the people he was to write against in
later years, Henry Brownell returned to Hartford to practice law. This he soon gave up
in favor of literary work in association with his
brother. Brownell's reputation as an author
of both grave and humorous verse grew, but
with the onset of the civil war he began to
write his best poems.
Admiral Farragut issued a series of "General
Orders" to the fleet which Brownell put into
rhyme.
Mark well each signal I make-(Our lifelong service at stake,
And honor that must not lag!)
Whate' er the peril and awe,
In the battle's fiercest flaw,
Let never one ship withdraw
Till orders come from the flag!

TRINITY'S BATTLE LAUREATE
This poem attracted the admiral's attention and
led to a correspondence between the two men.
When Brownell stated that he desired to witness in person a naval battle, Farragut appointed
him an acting ensign on his own flagship "The
Hartford" and made him his private secretary.
Many of Brownell's finest works were written
on and datelined "The Hartford. " He participated in quite a few naval engagements, beginning with the Mississippi ·River fight for
New Orleans in April of 1862, during which
that city was surrendered to the Union forces.
Lord of mercy and frown,
Ruling o'er sea and shore,
Send us such scene once more!
All in line of battle
When the black ships bear down
On tyrant fort and town,
Mid cannon cloud and rattleAnd the great guns once more
Thunder back the roar
Of the traitor's w~lls ashore,
And the traitor's flags come down!
There have been criticisms of the length of
Brownell's poems, but works such as the "River
Fight" above present a stirring picture of the
actual encounter even though they may run
thirty or forty stanzas in thei~ entirety. It is
interesting to note in this connection that any
one of Brownell's poems taken as a whole is so
organically related, cumulatively strong, and unintermittent that it would be hard to decide
what part was to be cut in favor of brevity.
Henry Brownell believed fervidly in the story he
was trying to get across. His theme and expression are born of his great patriotic passion.
While his confidence in the cause of the Union
is unbounded he fiercely condemns all Southern
"traitors." Through the battle of Corinth and
the sinking of the Cumberland, Brownell kept
up his poetic narrative. On August 5, 1864,
Brownell wrote what is considered to be his
greatest poem "The Bay Fight, " a masterpiece
of martial energy in which he described the
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battle of Mobile Bay as he witnessed it from
the quarterdeck of the "Hartford." In two of
the verses from this poem Brownell tells of the
"Hartford's" encounter with the Confederate
ironclad "Tennessee" which vividly portrays the
nineteenth century naval battle.
How they leaped, the tongues of flame,
From the cannon's fiery lip!
How the broadsides, deck and frame,
Shook the great ship!
And how the enemy's shell
Came crashing, heavy and oft,
Clouds of splinters flying aloft
And falling in oaken showersBut ah, the pluck of the crew!
Had you stood on that deck of ours,
You had seen what men may do.
Brownell's power lay in the way he portrayed
the graphic detail of a situation mingled with
lyric exultation. His finished work was a still
life picture blended with the tumultuous valor
of war. While his chief quality is energy, in
the middle of the "Bay Fight" Brownell does
not forget the actual men involved. He builds
the feeling that he is trying to develop upon
"the pluck of the crew." In description of battle
the surging action is conveyed by mixing
trochees and dactyls which create an atmosphere
of rapid-fire intensity.
Brownell resigned from ~he navy soon after
the battle of Mobile Bay and went back to living in East Hartford. In 1867 Admiral Farragut again appointed his close friend Brownell to his staff. This time it was for an
eighteen month cruise to Europe. After returning from the cruise, Henry Brownell spent
the rest of his days in Bristol and East Hartford , living with his mother in the family
home. In 1871 at the age of 53 Brownell died
and was buried in East Hartford.
Ten years later Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes
wrote that he considered Henry Howard Brownell one of the most gifted men he had ever met.

Gerald R. Morse's second accepted manuscript follows in print.
presented to our readers in the Fall issue's "Suspicion."

Sophomore Morse was

•

The
Yard
by Gerald R. Morse, '57
,
HE last few passenger cars of the train
were backed off into the freight yards
to await another engine which would
take them north. The engine we had lost was
going east, taking with it only freight cars. I
lay the magazine I was reading down beside me
and settled back into the seat. There were
only a few other passengers in the car. A
couple were reading. The rest sat hunched
in their seats half-looking out the steam-covered windows. I glanced at my watch. We
had about a ten minute wait. I looked at the
magazine cover, shifted a little, then wiped the
steam away from the window and looked out.
It was raining. The drops ran down the window beside me, carrying the dirt and dust on
the outside of the glass. I watched the patterns the streams made as they criscrossed in
dirty streaks. I could look across the almost
empty yard to the blank buildings with their
broken windows. One had a sign across the
top. The lettering had faded away, and one
end had come loose so that it was hanging lower than the other. About eight feet over from
us on the next track stood a couple of empty
freight cars, their doors partly open. Here,
some men of the yard had gathered to get out
of the rain. There were three or four of them
that shuffled alongside the rails up to the cars.
One stood out from the rest. He seemed to be
big in the bulky, black sweater he was wearing.
He trudged up the tracks beside the car and
stopped. His shoes were broken up and soaked
with water. The railman' s cap was pulled
down so the visor covered his face. He
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reached under the sweater and took out a
crumpled pack of cigarettes, lit one and sat
down on the rail beside the other men. The
rain dripped off the roof of the freight car and
ran into little puddles at the men's feet. One
pool of dirty water had reached the toe of a
worker's shoe. The puddle didn't stop growing, and he didn't move his foot. They seemed
to say hardly anything; just to sit there, the
three or four of them, smoking their cigarettes,
and looking down into the cinders of the yard.
One had been handling.a crumpled object that
must have been a finished pack of cigarettes.
He tossed it in the direction of our car. It hit
a rail and bounced into the center of the tie.
The others sat and studied it. Finally, one
worker turned and said something to the fellow
in the black sweater who shrugged and dropped
a cigarette butt down between his knees to the
ground. At ti~es, as I looked through the
pane, their forms would become blurry and
wavy when drops of water ran diagonally across
the glass. However, the outside surface of the
glass would clear up, and once more the dirt
and bleakness of the yard would become visible.
Across the yard, towards the buildings, was a
shack. It didn't have the usual tarpaper walls
and had been built of the greasy, dirty boards
found around freight yards. The roof of rusty sheet metal had gaps where the sheets overlapped each other. The shack had no windows
on the side towards us, only a door. I could
see the elbow stove pipe with dirty, grey smoke
billowing out. One of the men got up and,
followed by the others, started across the rails

THE YARD
toward the shack. They plowed along still
looking at the rails, ties, and cinders.
I was restless and tried to read, but it was too
dark. The rain outside beat onto the rails and
cinders. On the creosote-soaked ties, rain fell
and splattered into droplets. In the two cars
opposite us, it had begun to blow in through
the open doors and made a semicircle of dampness, invading the clean, dry white floors of the
cars. As it dripped down and blew in, the dirt
came with it.
The man sitting in front of me started to
snore. It had been quiet inside the car. Then,
someone behind me said in a whisper, "The
Giants will take it this year."
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There were no comments, and the statement
hung with ' snores inside the car. Everything
here was tired and worn-out, including the passengers. Then, came the thud and jolt of an
engine coupling onto us. For a few seconds
nothing happened, and I grew impatient. Had
they forgotten us out in the yard? But, we
began to move. The slow motion of the train
cleared the window of all rain water. We
passed through the yard, and then between
walls of stone that were crusted with smoke and
grease. Into the open and onto the flat land
along the river, I could look over acres of
rusting, scrap metal and stagnant swamps. But,
we were leaving.

Lacking height yet possessing VICIOus energy, Duncan Stephenson has waited somehow
until his senior year to contribute to the REVIEW. The first scene of a verse play-in-progress
appears below.

A Grain of Salt
by Duncan Stephenson, '55

SCENE ONE

As the curtain rises Naivete is seen standing in the
corner of the room with her back to the audience.
The room is furnished with nothing, that is to say, it
is bare but for Naivete. The walls are shockingly
white and the spotlight is fixed so as to throw a
shadow where Naivete stands in the room. She is
dressed in a smock that appears to have seen better
days. Naivete turns to the audience, and with a gesture of complete anguish, throws herself on the floor
from which she speaks.

Naivete:
I'm tired of living in a world of half-baked promises,
Promises of fulfillment ...
Of Dreams ...
Of Dreams that I've lived but never Lived;
Of Life concocted ....
Of Trains and Planes and Mechanical Brains
That leap and whirl with the flick of a Switch
Or the thrust of a Button ;
Of Escalators, Elevators, power-driven Perambulators
That push and pull and carry with a gleeful lack of
Noise
On Frictionless wheels with stainless steel Ball
Bearings;
Of Supra-perfection and Imperfection, sluggish
movements

Toward the New Direction of Living and loving in
a cutGlass world of Modernity ... Disunity ...
Ambiguity . . . Incongruity ... .
( Rythmic gt"oans are heard after this line, followed
by Voices.)
Voices are voices and their parts are played by voices.
Voices are seen by the manipulation of spotlights
which, instead of casting shadows or light on the
walls, cast light putple and violet shadows about
the room.
First Voice (to audience):
Friends, Romans, and Count.
2nd Voice:
No! No! Let me. It is indeed a priv . ...
3rd Voice:
Stop! Don't be so dramatic. Like this; Ladies
and Gent.
ln Unison:
N-o-o-o-o-o-o-o. N-o-o-o-o-o-o-o. N-o-o-o-o-o-o-o.
We Three, you see,
But cannot see,

A GRAIN OF SALT
Do not agree but disagree
On each situation and every matter;
On the relations of Alice with the mad Mad Hatter,
The texture of soil, an Italian gargoyle,
The number of fluke caught by the Duke,
Or her husband the Duchess.
On matters erroneous, spontaneous, coetaneous,
Situations didactic, impractically fantastic;
The value of rings on the fingers of kings,
The color of larks or Byzantine barks,
The sensation of starvation, or
Starvation
From the lack of Sensation.
(With a flourish of Gilbert and Sullivan)
No, No, we never can agree.
First Voice:
Let's get down to business.
2nd Voice:
Oh do!
3rd Voice:
Let's do.
At this point the Voices materialize into three old
ladies; a housewife, a shopkeeper, and an idiot. The
First, Second, and Third Voices take these parts respectively.
Housewife:
It seems to me
Naivete
Has reached the age of puberty.
Shopkeeper:
No, she's more than that!
Idiot:
She's reached a point of
Saturation
Where all that's left is
Maturation.
H ousewife:
Grown up she is
Like my own girl Lizz
Who's said to be a musical whiz.
Shopkeeper:
First a whiz and then a bang.
Hear tell she's in with the hoodlum gang
That used to play jazz when the colored whores
sang.
Idiot:
The purple whores
Who lived on the shores
Of Morocco or Levant
Might have soothed the souls of Saracens and
Moor~,

But never that of Lizz', the musical sycophant.
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H ousewife:
How dare you, senseless dummy,
Baptize my daughter, who calls me Mummy,
A musical sycophant.
She is-she can't
Be a parasite, a pickthank of princes.
Shopkeeper:
Miserable wench,
The stench of
Misnomenclature
Rides hard on my loving
And kindhearted nature.
Idiot:
Sweet, kind, and gentle ladies
Who quiet me with yea or nay,
Don't talk of Lizz, or other shadies,
But of sweet Naivete.
Naivete's become a problem.
Housewife:
Analyze the situation.
Shopkeeper:
Find the cause or the sensation.
Idiot:
That keeps Naivete at saturation,
Away from normal maturation.
Naivete, who has been aroused by the jig of the
three old ladies, is holding her stomach as if in great
agony while the three have been deciding what is abnormal about her. At the mention of analysis Naivete leaps from the floor and starts chasing the
women from the room, the color of which has turned
from brilliant white to a bilious green. Naivete
speaks her piece.
Naivete:
I'm tired of Analysis ...
And synthesis . ..
My body has been analyzed
And Scrutinized;
The mind and soul only
Synthesized
To an empty lavabo of ice cold macadamThe still-quiet flow of thoughts and
Daydreams
Create a monotonous labial of
Gaping Blowfish.

Two fools and one sweet
Cretin
Surmise : .. Abnormality.
Two fools are incapable.
Cretin is right!
The curtain falls on the end of Scene One as Naivete
begins a dance of joy.

What we suspect to be a pseudonym is the name appended to this short story. For weeks
we have been reading the bald humor of a Mr. Omar Eckford in 'a column of the TRINITY
TRIPOD called "The Fetid Air," and it is our guess that Bennett Dyke~ is that humorist's idea
of a good joke. Then again, we may be wrong, for there is a Managing Editor of that paper
named Dyke, and furthermore, this story may or may not be humorous.

Death Scene
by Bennett Dyke, '55
ISCHER could handle the Dawson account," thought Larry Holton as he
watched the familiar commuter's scenery stream by. "He knows the ropes. " But
still he felt a little uncomfortable about letting
his partner deal with such an important client,
even though they had always done Dawson's
stuff. However, the fact remained that the
pheasant season was opening next week, and
the first week was always the best shooting.
"Hell, first things first," he decided half aloud.
He suddenly felt pleased, partly because it was
Friday night, partly because he had come to a
decision, and partly because his remark had received a startled glance from behind the newspaper seated next to him. He picked up his
own newspaper and settled into his own contented anonymity.
When the train approached his stop, he
joined the rustle of newspaper folding and hat
retrieving, stood and put on his topcoat, and
walked to the rear of the car. "I wonder why
everyone has to ride backwards out of the city,"
he thought. "Probably symbolic of something." Playing with thoughts of vague symbolism, he braced himself athletically for the
jolt of the brakes, stepped down the wet, gritty
steps of the train into the midst of "hello dear"
and "Hi pop," and strode to the brightly lighted
parking lot. He had to choke the station wagon to get it started. "Winter pretty soon," he
thought. "Anti-freeze."
He turned the heater switch as he guided the
car into the traffic on the street, but the engine
was not yet warm and the metallic coldness of
the steam of air on his legs made him shiver.
"October," he thought. "Ought to be some snow
up north in a month." The heat began to flow
through the car and he felt better again. The
weekend was ahead, the pheasant season was
about to open and everything was fine. A little
hungry, though. With this thought his con-
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tentedness ended. "Oh, Christ! Mrs. Mandeville is having dinner with us." Mrs. Mandeville was the widow of his father's business
partner and a close friend of his mother. Her
seventy-five years had not dulled her sharp
wit or tongue, and she always managed to make
him feel uneasy.
He swung the car into the driveway and maneuvered it swiftly into the narrow garage.
He squeezed between the wall and the side of
the car, only the whisper of distant traffic, the
scuffling of his shoes on the concrete floor, and
the ticking of the cooling metal of the car
marred the silence. As he shut the big door, he
turned and looked up at -the disjointed heap of
yellow Victorian brick which made up the house
and the impulse to whistle died before it
reached his lips. He crunched across the drive,
went up the steps and through the porchway.
His mother held her cheek out for him to kiss
as he entered the kitchen.
"How did it go today?"
"What?"
"How were things at the office?"
"Oh! 0 .K. I guess. You have a good day?"
"Urn-hum. I have all the things on the veranda ready to go into the cellar. I hope you
will be able to do it tomorrow-! hate to ask
Domenic-he's been complaining dreadfully
about his back."
"Well, I don't know about tomorrow, but I'll
do it Sunday while you are at church ... I really
don't think it would hurt Domenic - those
wicker chairs are not very heavy."
"Now Larry ... someone has to give him
work. Besides, I don't think he'll be able to
work much longer."
He laughed, and began pouring himself a
drink.
"You go easy on the scotch, Larry. Mrs.
Mandeville is having dinner with us and I
don't want you being unpleasant."
He laughed again and went into the hallway
where he could see the small white head bent
stiffly in a circle of brownish yellow light
formed by the tasseled shade. He continued
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on into the living room and sank into the old
overstuffed chair which had been his father's.
"Hello, Mrs. Mandeville," he said glancing
at the title of the book she was reading. What
to see in Rome.
"Hello there, Lawrence," she said looking up.
"Have you anything interesting to say for yourself?"
"Don't I always?"
"Not since you were born 33 years ago," she
retorted.
"What did I say then?"
"You know better than to try to be amusing
with me," she said. "Your mother and I have
been talking about you today. It's about time
you stopped your foolishness and settled
down."
"Here we go," he thought. "I don't see
why you always think that," he said to her.
"Think what I would lose if I were married,
good food, golf ·and just being alone. Besides,
I couldn't stand a bunch of brats running around
the house."
"You forgot to mention an attractive cottage
in New Hampshire," she said maliciously.
He had trouble swallowing his last sip of
scotch. How had the old biddy found out about
that? He began to think about the cabin without the usual satisfaction. He had told no one
about the place where he spent every snowy
weekend, and now Mrs. Mandeville not only
knew about it, but had assumed, quite correctly, its secondary purpose.
"Don't worry, I won't spoil your fun," she
mocked, watching him.
He grinned a little foolishly, not knowing
what to say. His mother came into the room
with a decanter and two glasses on a black,
gold-figured tray.
"I thought you would like a bit of sherry
before dinner, Elizabeth," she said. "Larry,
why don't you get bathed and dressed now before we eat?"
"What for?"
"Why, tonight is symphony night," she said.
"You haven't forgotten?' ~
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"Oh, damn," he said, "that's right. I'm
afraid I'll have to beg off though. Pretty rough
day at the office. Fischer can't handle a thing
by himself-and besides I think I' 11 try to get in
a little early golf tomorrow if it's not too cold."
"But Larry, you bought a season ticket, and
it's such a shame to waste it," she said unhappily.
"Take it to the ticket office. They'll give it
to someone who can use it. "
"But that's not the point. ... "
"Oh, for gosh sake, mother, " he said, exasperated. "I just can't see it tonight."
"I suppose you will stay out till all hours
with those rowdy friends of yours," said Mrs.
Mandeville.
"I doubt it," he said. "Besides, they aren't
very rowdy."
"No, I don't suppose so; most of them seem
to be married," she said.
He glanced at his mother uncomfortably, but
she had been busy with the decanter and appeared not to have heard the remark. "Damn
that woman," he thought. "I wish she were
young enough to dislike." He went into the
kitchen, refilled his glass, picked up the newspaper he had left on the table, and returned to
his chair to read above the conversation of the
two women until his mother announced dinner.
The talk at the table started off badly, with
Mrs. Mandeville reiterating the history of the
family advertising business.
"Your father and Henry started when the
field was new, " she said. "As I remember, they
worked nearly twelve hours a day, six days a
week to build it up. I hope you consider yourself extremely fortunate, Lawrence, to have
such a fine reputation to rest on."
"They might have worked twelve hours a
day, " he retorted, "but neither one lived to see
sixty-five, and we have more business now than
ever before."
"Larry!" said his mother, who had been running back and forth to the kitchen. "How can
you speak that way?"
The talk turned to travel after a tense silence,

and he felt more relaxed listening to descriptions
of Rome and Florence, where both ladies had
spent the past summer. Later after coffee, he
helped the two into their coats and accompanied
them to the door.
"Have a good time," he said dryly.
He sat down as he heard his mother's Buick
hiss down the drive, and picked up a copy of
Field and Stream. But somehow he could not
become interested in it. "Damn that woman,"
he thought, "Mother doesn'~ say the things she
does. " He threw the magazine down, lit a
cigaret and picked up the phone. He hooked it
between his chin and shoulder, and dialed without looking in the book.
" 'Lo Jack, this is Larry."
"How are you Larry, haven't seen you in quite
a while. What's new ?"
"Oh, I've been sort of busy-how about a
drink somewhere?"
"Gee, I'd like to Larry, but I have some work
I have to finish up for the office by Monday and
besides, Susan isn't feeling too hot. I think I'd
better stay around. "
"Oh, what the hell, Jack, it's Friday-you
need a change."
"No, I'm sorry. How about a rain check?"
"O.K . How about lunch sometime next
week?"
''I'm afraid that's out-I'll be in Chicago
then. But I'll give you a ring when I get back. "
"Right. Sorry you won't join me."
"Me too. Goodbye. "
He put the receiver back in place and sat
smoking and thinking about Jack. "Why the
hell did he have to mention all that about work
and Susan . . . sounded tired. " He suddenly
thought about Susan and he felt sorry. How
gay it had been during the first years of the war
in V-12 ~t Princeton. He and Susan, and Jack
and that other girl-what was her name?
Peggy something. Jack had always been ready
to do anything and the four of them had made
the otherwise lonely weekends warm and rather
alcoholic. It had been fine until that bright
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Sunday afternoon in April when they had wandered away from the other two. She had been
very high, but that really was no excus'e, and
had asked to be married. He remembered how
he had laughed and asked what did she think it
was, leap year. Then it had dawned on him
what she had said a few moments later when he
asked her if she were pregnant and she had said
no of course not, she just loved him and she
was tired of the war and all this running around
and she would wait if only he would ask her.
He had graduated a month later and had been
shipped out and had not seen her until after the
war when Jack, embarrassed, had introduced
her as his wife and she wouldn't look him
straight in the face. Now she wouldn't let
Jack out of the house and she had put on weight
and Christ how lucky it was that he had not
stayed on at Princeton as an instructor after being commissioned as Jack had, or he probably
would have.married her and he wouldn't have
time for golf and hunting and skiing and the
things he was sure about. Look at him, he was
happy wasn't he? He was doing well in the
business wasn't he? Mrs. Mandeville was just
getting senile and acted superior and knew how
to be annoying. To hell with her.
He rose, went to the kitchen and opened the
scotch again. As he came back to the living
room, he switched on the radio. A slow swing
tune faded into the dim light of the room and
he sat, pensive, sipping at the drink. The program was being broadcast from the ballroom
of one of the jaded hotels in the city, and as the
tune came to its end an audience of about a half
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dozen forlorn! y tried to sound like a cheering
throng under the frantic coaxing of an unseen
producer. The announcer yapped excitedly for
a minute or two and the band quivered into its
theme song.
"There's a small hotel
With a wishing well-"
"Christ, this is awful," he thought, swallowing the last of his scotch. He read his watch.
"8:15. What the hell, might as well take a
shower and read a while in bed." He turned
off the radio and walked in the dark up the
carpeted stairs and down the hall to the bathroom. He turned on the light and the hot
water, went to his room and undressed. The
water was hot when he returned to the bathroom. He adjusted the knobs and stepped into the tub, pulling the shower curtain to the
wall. He felt the warm water spill over his
shoulders and watched it flow down the hollow
of his chest and spread hotly over his belly.
" .. . with a wishing well," he hummed. Suddenly a terrifying void exploded within him.
He stopped humming, stopped seeing. "What
am I? What am I doing here? Am I really
I? Who would I be if I weren't I? What is
the reason for me? What have I done?
What . .. "
For the instant he felt cold and absurdly
naked in spite of the warm covering of water
which clothed him. He shivered and turned
on more hot water. The coldness and void
left.
"Fischer could handle the Dawson account,"
he thougpt. "He knows the ropes."

Ode on Sterile Women
I think that they are really terrible
In fact I'd say that they're unbearable
Their plight, though not unbelievable
I'd call at least "inconceivable"
Or, if in a refined place
Impregnable would fit the case.
Byran Bunch, '57

An English major, William Hall Barnwall, Jr. is making his first appearance in our pages.

Mr. Barnwall is an accomplished sailor, having made many extensive voyages down the east
coast, as far south as the Bahamas. On his last voyage he ran a harpoon through his foot and
had to be rescued by a Coast Guard helicopter.

The Fast Zig Zag
by William H. Barnwall, /r., '55

IFTEEN days ago we left Cape Cod, and
we have been sailing all over ever since.
We started North, but we're now on our
way back. Our first stop was at Newburyport, Massachusetts. From there we continued
up the coast to Portland, Maine. Three days
later we had sailed non-stop to Canada. The
next five days were spent cruising around in
Canada, and now we are on our way back down
the coast. We have seen many beautiful things,
but they are too numerous to mention. · Today
we are going to try the Lubec Canal.
The boat we are on is just about right. It is
a gaff rigged sloop, and only twenty-eight feet
in length. It's perfect for us, because there are
only two of us sailing her, and because she has
a gaff rig it is easy for just one to handle.
The Mary Ellen, that's her name, sleeps only
three, so we are in good shape. She is a very
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old boat, some twenty years, but still in fairly
good shape. I must admit that because she's
old, you don't worry about hitting squat. Hell,
she's so scarred up now, one or two more
scrapes wouldn't make much difference. The
best way to describe the age is to just tell you
about her auxiliary engine. Boy, is it an old
timer. It's not like one in a boat nowadays where
you just have to press a button, the engine
starts, and away you go. No, it's not that easy
with this thing that we call Albert. Albert is
the type of individual that needs a lot of talking to before he decides to go anywhere. Albert is a twenty-year-old Crowly, six-horsepower, one-cylinder kicker. That's what they
call engines up here in the sticks. Starting it is
a fairly involved procedure. No buttons to
worry about; all you need is an arm or two.
The cylinder is about eight inches in diameter.
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That's the first thing you see when the hatch
over this engine is lifted. In front of the cylinder is the huge fly wheel. You need a big fly
wheel to keep an engine going when it's only
one cylinder. This fly wheel is some two-and-ahalf feet in diameter, and about three inches
thick. Between the cylinder and the fly wheel
is the spark arm . What it does is rest on the
cam right behind the wheel. When the piston
is in the right place, the cam pushes upon the
spark arm, which then makes contact, and so,
another explosion takes place. Well, that's
very simple, but getting this whole works going is far from it. What you do is this. You
get down, straddling the fly wheel, and push the
spark arm over to the wrong side. That's the
side where the engine runs backwards. Then,
with a little can of gas you prime the engine.
Next you grab the little post sticking out of the
fly wheel. This is what you use to spin the
fly wheel. What follows you have to do awfully fast. You spin the wheel in the wrong
direction as hard as you can. When the piston
gets in the right place, and because the spark
arm is on the wrong side, the engine kicks backwards. It doesn't start the engine running
backwards, but reverses the fly wheel's spin.
That starts the fly wheel moving fast enough in
the right direction to start. However, after the
backwards kick, you have to yank the spark arm
over to the other side fast enough to let the
engine run in the right direction. As you see,
it's somewhat involved.
That's about typical of everything on the
boat. It's a great boat to sail, though, 'cause
it's pretty fast. By this time we've gotten used
to it, and we're getting so confident, that we
are about ready to try anything. We've been
thinking about sailing the Lubec Canal for
some time, and in about an hour we'll hit it.
Granted, a canal doesn't mean difficult sailing,
as a rule, but this particular one does. You
see, Lubec is half way up the Bay of Fundy.
This Bay is known all over just because of its
tides. It's an almost funnel-shaped bay, and
since the same amount of water is forced into it
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by the outside pressure of the tide, the water
rises much higher here than anywhere else.
The tides average about thirty-five feet. It certainly surprises you when you come back from
the movies in port where three hours before you
had moored your boat to a dock and walked
off. When returning you have to climb some
thirty feet down to your boat.
Well, to get back to the Lubec Canal, at flood
tide the water goes through it at seven knots.
That's about eight-and-a-half miles an hour.
This doesn't sound like much, but let me remind you that an average sailboat needs a really
strong wind to make seven knots. All this is
caused by another bay, reaching inland, which
is just above Lubec. When the tide goes down
thirty feet there is a hell of a lot of water that
goes through the canal which is formed by a
big island that leaves a space two hundred feet
wide, and about a mile long. The water goes
through here so fast it leaves a three-foot difference in water level from one side of a
breakwater to the other. Right now we are
headed for the canal. The thing that is going
to make it fun is that we are tacking into the
wind, and we will be going with the seven-knot
tide through the canal. It sure ought to be interesting.
Already we can feel the tide push us a little.
We are getting closer. There is about a mile
to go before we are in the canal itself. Right
now we are sailing through a rip. A rip is
where two tide streams come together and cause
some backwash and drag. The boat is sliding
and slipping around all over. It is bouncing
too. There are little choppy waves surrounding us. These tide rips aren't dangerous,
though; you just have to watch where you are
going to keep the boat on course. I might add
that Jerry is doing a damn good job of it. We've
only jibed once. The boom almost pushed me
overboard, but aside from that we are in good
shape. It's a great day for sailing too; a stiff
wind, bright sunshine, and a fairly calm sea.
I can't wait to get into the canal.
I'm standing up here on top of the cabin.
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I'm the spotter. I'm looking for the first can.
What we call a can is a buoy put out to mark
where you can sail. They put them by rocks,
or where the water gets shallow, or anywhere.
There are two types. There are cans and nuns.
A can is black and like a cylinder, and a nun is
red with a point on top. When you are leaving
a harbor, you leave a red nun to the port side,
on the left; and a black can to the starboard.
The easy way to remember this is: red right
returning. That means you leave a red nun
on the right side when you are returning to a
harbor. Easy, don't you think? I haven't seen
the can I'm looking for yet, but I should see
it soon. We're getting pretty close.
I see it now. They are hard to see in this
particular water, because when the tide is moving so fast, it leans the can way over and pulls
about half of it under water. That's why up
here they have to put out bouys that are almost
twice as big as the average one. And boy, this
one we are coming up to fast is really over.
The tide is moving faster than we thought it
was here. We figure we are making about six
knots. We are close hauled into the wind so
we're only sailing about three, and the tide is
pushing us about three more. The speed is
getting faster all the time, and here we go. We
just rounded a point and are about a hundred
yards from the canal. We are going like a shot
now.
I can see down the canal, now, and so let me
tell you what it looks like. This Lubec is a
fishing town, and the wharves come right out
from what looks like the center of town. On
the charts it shows there is deep water right
up to them. That's one side of the canal. On
the other side is the island. About half way
between the island and the town there are more
buoys. That's where the canal's deep water
ends on that side. It's shallow between the
buoys and the island, it says on the chart.
There are no boats tied to the wharves. That's
lucky for us, because it gives us more room to
tack in. The wind is coming right up the
canal towards us. We are going to have to

zig zag down the canal, tacking against the
wind, and at the same time we are going to be
pushed along at about seven knots by the tide.
We hit it just right. It is at flood tide. It's
going to be like tacking downstream in a fast
river that is only about ninety feet wide. Look
out, Lubec, here we come.
We just took our first tack by the second
buoy, and we're aimed right at this end of the
town. It's the funniest feeling. The boat is
aimed at the town, but we are going down the
canal too. We must be moving about twice as
fast sideways as we are forward, but then you
look at the water, and we are just going the way
the boat is aimed. People on the docks are
turning around to look at us. They are waving
back at us. There are not many sailboats this
size way up here, and so I guess it's seldom one
tries what we are going to try.
We have one other thing up our sleeves too.
We know a guy in Lubec very well. We want
to yell a message for him, but at the speed
we're going we wouldn't have time. We're
going to try to come about near one of the
wharves that has some people on it, and tell
them what we want to. When we come about,
at least we hope it works out this way, we will
be sailing right back up into the tide, but we
will be right before the wind. With the wind
right behind us we should make about six knots,
because it is a strong wind, and so we should
only be going about one knot backwards down
the canal. Then we'd have plenty of time to
yell back and forth with the guys on the wharf.
I am now back in the cockpit, because I have
to hold the main sheet when we come about.
We're getting near the land, but we still are
too far up the canal from a wharf to try and
stop near. Two more tacks will do it. We've
come about now, and are heading back out towards the buoys. "We better come about again
if we want to hit that wharf with all the people
on it," said Jerry.
"Ya, let's go." We turn again, and are now
started back. The wharf we have picked out
is about two hundred feet down the canal, and
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we're about sixty feet off shore. That ought to
do it.
In no time at all we were about twenty feet
from the dock. . "Ready to come about," Jerry
shouted. He figures we might as well impress
the people that we are real sailors. I hope they
are impressed. I'm not. We are coming about,
and turning into the wind, and we will keep
turning until we are aimed right back up the
canal. This will put us about forty feet off the
wharf. We are going backwards down the
canal faster than we had figured upon. "Say
hello to Harry Wey for us," Jerry yelled, "and
tell him not to forget to bring that sail bag full
of stuff back to school in the fall."
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"Right," was the answer. You can't really
expect more from these Down Easters. We
came about and started back down. We zigzagged down the length of the canal, coming
about close to the wharves, and going like a shot
out of hell. Boy, we were moving. Gradually
the boat slowed down. We went through
some more tide rips, and then we were out of
the canal. We were in clear water and sailing
to our next port.
Both of us had to lean back and relax. We
weren't tired, but the excitement was over, and
we needed a chance to take a couple of deep
breaths. "Look on the chart and see how far
it is to Cutler," Jerry said. "That was some
sail, wasn't it?"

After Easter
A church stands stark in bloody moon
(Priest bowed in prayer)
The hands reach eagerly for darkened noon
And incense breathes despair.
Grey mist stagnates the empty air
And quavers from the walls.
The painful shadow stirs from age
And stumbles on the stair.
Long stairs wind in hiding spirals
The shadow stumps up resolute.
(Priest pauses and looks back
Shocked, the Pater N aster shrieks acute.)
The steps evolve in crimson flo~
And shadow steady leans.
(Priest dreads up from tiring lids
To ends ~nsnarled with means.)
The hands clutch at the darkened noon,
The shadowed hand the rope.
(Through my own most grievous fault
Refrains
The sepulchral first note.)

The booms dull out into the night
As shadow sways with pull.
(Priest in senseless lean
Does not hear the stroke thirteen.)
J. P. Foley, '55

A New Atlantis
by Samuel French Morse
We watched the landscape like a dream
That day, from summer's shifting height;
From where we stood, the willful world
Was all but swallowed up in light.
We could not see above our heads
The wheeling dark of outer space;
Nor did we notice at our feet
The little shadow that would trace
Our stillness on the native rock
When the earth tilted in its wide
Impassive orbit after noon.
The summer heat was like a tide.
Its warmth a perfect golden poise
We had not known nor reckoned on;
Nor did we, watching there, suspect
That when the noonday light had gone,
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We still would feel that blaze of sun
Upon the mind, and learn to know
The heart's amazement as its warmth
Became our own. We do not show
Our change to all the outer dark,
But keep this power within us, sweet
As the pure noon we recollect
When shadow gathered at our feet
And the world's wholeness came to Rood.
We saw the drowning country blurred
Like some Atlantis out of time
Unchanged but somehow faintly stirre?
In the grave distance we could span,
Until the vision focused there :
The low land lay beneath us, clear
Through all its depth of summer air.
We cannot say how we have kept
Our certitude as we have done,
But since that day have lived at peace
In a new country of the sun.
I

Senior, English major, and first time contributor, Robert Shaw escapes the confusion of
college life on the other side of the Connecticut from where he commutes each day.

A Hecatomb to Time
by Robert W. Shaw, '55

HE wind eddied tumultuously in Allan's
ears. Grinning proudly, he fed more
gas, feeling the car surge silently ahead
into the 60's. Houses and trees flowed toward him in steady rushing motion, like a wildly accelerated diorama, and whipped past
around the corners of his eyes with short explosive shrieks of wind.
The new bright-red Mere convertible was a
winner, all right. A graduation present approaching the ideal. A glance at his watch
told Allan that at this rate, counting lights and
the possibility of heavy traffic in spots, he could
make it to his grandfather's in Southwalk in
half-an-hour. He'd been on the road only ten
minutes now, and from the looks of things he
could shorten to forty minutes a trip which his
father said took him over an hour.
Allan slowed down for a stop sign and beat
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an impatient tattoo on the accelerator, alternately racing and idling the motor. The intersection cleared and he roared on. The suburbs were thinning out and the road ahead
stretched long and empty, bordered by intermittent gas stations and wayside grocery stores.
Allan couldn't wait for the look of surprise
and pleasure that would come over his grandfather's face when he saw him. He hadn't
seen the old boy for over two years, not since he
and his father had visited him in the hospital
after he'd broken his hip. He'd been in poor
shape then, being in a cast and all, and seemed
pretty indifferent to things. But Allan had
pepped him up, told a few jokes and kidded
with him, laughed it up a lot to kill the gloom
in that hospital room, all sterile-white and quiet,
making the flowers he had brought look artificial. Gramps had responded enough to show
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that he was still full of fun, still a member of
the team, but Dad had remained silent and
gloomy all the way home. He and Gramps
had seemed to have had some kind of argument when Allan had stepped out to the men's
room in the hospital and when he'd come back
the room was tense and his father was trying
to look busy staring out of the window and
Gramps was sitting up in bed with a pouting
look, but Allan had never thought much about
it. Allan had gotten a few letters from Gramps
now and then in his big, loose handwriting, not
saying much except that his lawn needed mowing and he couldn't get anybody to do it or that
the boarders downstairs weren't paying their
rent on time or that the price of food was outrageous. (He had to keep house for himself
since Grandmother had died four years before.)
He didn't have much to say about the family
except that Dad came down to see him once in
a while. His letters concerned little things
mostly, mentioning Allan's old sandbox with
the little shack frame and roof over it a lot, telling how the grape vines from the arbor had
just about covered it, and he recalled a lot of
other memories that Allan had just about forgotten: walks down to the river bank to see
tugs swash by, and the time that Allan had
clambered over the platform of a billboard
when they were on their way to get an ice
cream cone and had gotten a sliver in his hand
and how they had rushed home in alarm to
have his mother take it out. Just little things,
but he dwelt on them a lot, making Allan feel
sorry for him living down there in Southwalk
all alone, and Allan promised himself that he
would head down there and cheer the old boy
up. They had been great buddies once, before
Allan's folks had moved away and he had gone
to prep school, celebrating Fourths of July together, making the whole back yard smoky and
covered with red fire-cracker tatters by evening,
and having pitching and batting practice together, Gramps running around stiff-legged but
with a good eye.
Allan pulled out to the left of a slow-moving

pickup and zipped past. The stretch ahead
was straight and empty, so he stayed on the left,
speeding, until a car appeared and then swung
back to the right. A short scream of wind hit
his ear as he and the approaching car shot past
each other. A squirrel bounded out into the
road and he swerved hard to miss it, whistling
with relief as the blur of grey disappeared into
the bushes by the roadside. A few miles ahead
he checked his watch and smiled. Making
good time.
Allan had graduated from prep school last
week, and had been presented with the new
car. After the initial enjoyment had died down
he had gotten the idea of paying his grandfather a visit. But his father had acted withdrawn and glum about it, saying something evasive about "Gramps being an old man now" and
adding something in a wry undertone to himself about "stubborn, too," but that didn't
make any sense. Of course he was an old man.
So what? That old corny saying "You're only
as old as you feel" was certainly true in
Gramps' case. And so what if he was stubborn. Gramps was always the kind of guy
that stuck up for his own rights and knew his
own mind. Allan remembered hearing a lot
of talk around the house on vacations that his
father had tried to get Gramps to go to an old
folks' home after he'd gotten out of the hospital, where "people could take care of him,"
he said, but Gramps had insisted on going home
and taking care of himself. Allan secretly rejoiced at this independence of mind. Gramps
is certainly capable of taking care of himself,
he'd thought. It was horrible for Dad to think
of sending Gramps to a place where only
broken-down, enfeebled old people went. His
father's tacit disapproval had dulled Allan's
enthusiasm though, but a ride to the beach he
and a girl and two other couples had planned
for that Sunday had fizzled out, and he'd decided to make his promise to himself good.
Not only that but it was a good chance to see
how the Mere handled on a long trip.
Allan was alternately rocketing and crawl-

A HECATOMB TO TIME
ing through sporadic beach traffic now. A convertible full of girls appeared ahead, and he
stayed behind them for awhile, honking his
horn, and then roared past, recklessly grinning back and furiously pushing the buttons
that worked his tooting train whistle and threetoned chimes. The girls waved back, yelling
raucously and urging the girl driving to catch
up to him. He sped off, thinking "Some other
time. " The cutoff to Southwalk was ahead.
The old Victorian house, weather-stained and
rusty-spired, tottered like an age-worn patriarch
over the smaller frame-houses on Perkins Avenue. The windows, heavily curtained within,
reflected the afternoon sunshine with shallow
dead paleness.
Allan parked out in front and threw a proprietary glance over the place. Paint · right
away, he thought. And somebody to tackle
that lawn. He saw now why his grandfather
had complained. The grass was up at least two
feet, and probably full of crabgrass. "Well,"
Allan thought, frowning with firmness of purpose as he slammed the car door, "in one afternoon Gramps and I can get to work on this
mess. He's probably just lacked initiative.
I'll get him started." As an afterthought he
checked his watch and was pleased to find that
he'd made it in thirty-six minutes.
Striding up the crack-veined front walk Allan
reflected that quite a change had come over the
town since they had left when he was seven.
The place was busier, faster, with developments
of duplexes mushrooming up all around, and
traffic lights and stores at corners where before
there had been only vacant lots and billboards.
The whole town had that throb and smokesmell in the air that you get in heavily-industrialized communities. "Pretty soon Southwalk'll
be right up there with the best of them," he
thought, tramping across the front porch.
The door-bell shrilled hollowly inside. A
little kid on a bright-red tricycle came around
by the side of the porch, surveying Allan with a
mixture of curiosity and indifference.
"Is Mr. Phelps upstairs?" Allan asked.
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"Yea," the kid answered, "but he can't walk
down. You gotta go up." Then, dismissing
the matter, he was off, speeding down the sidewalk with knees pumping furiously.
Allan, puzzled, hurried up the stairs and
knocked loud on his grandfather's door. At
the third barrage of knocks a thin voice gave a
quailing answer from inside. Limping footsteps · shuffled near, and the door opened. The
old man, dressed in a bathrobe, looked apathetically at his visitor a second or two, lips
working, and then the lips worked into the
name "Allan" and Allan felt himself being
held in a weak, trembling embrace. A crutch
clattered to the floor.
Allan's jaw dropped in chagrin. He had
never thought that his grandfather might not be
able to walk, and his physical deterioration horrified him. He reached out and grasped bony
shoulders, booming "How are ya Gramps!"
and still holding onto the old man's arm,
reached down to pick up the crutch as the old
man began blubbering something incoherently,
horribly, and Allan almost yelled, "I came down
to see ya Gramps we'll have a few laughs ya
know. Say, from the looks of the place I'd say
you've been goofing off, ha, ha !" and Allan
handed over the crutch but it fell from the
shaking hand and again clattered to the floor,
seeming to smash Allan's eardrums, and wincing he helped his grandfather across the room
and into his old Morris-chair by the window, a
venerable chair that Allan suddenly remembered
with blinding clarity as his memory funneled
down through shock and dismay to find an
anchor for the present.
The old man sat down, calmer now, but still
staring blank-eyed and open-mouthed at Allan,
with one febrile hand around his wrist.
He's all right, Allan thought, probably just
a little upset because he hasn't seen me in a
long time. Chair dirty coverings of the
cushions faded purple velvet grey-white stuffing
coming out looks like dirty foam.
The old man's lips worked into a helpless
twist of wonder and bewilderment. "You've
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come to visit me, Allan?" His voice was longdrawn, remote.
"Sure, Gramps. I wanted to see how you
were doing." Hell, he's all right, Allan
thought, still just a little rocky from the operation probably. He's an old man, what the
hell. He's okay. Pile of old newspapers by
chair rug all faded broken slippers skinny
shanks blue veins against white skin lik e paper
lips trembling eyes curtain all yellow window
dirty lawns needs cutting curtain eyes milkyyellow with spots of blue all faded.
Allan sat down in an old armchair facing his
grandfather. Grainy puffs of dust billowed
out of the cushion and hung spinning in the bar
of sunlight from the window.
The old man's eyes rolled back out of the
present, which was too bewildering for him.
The sudden apathy horrified Allan.
"Say, Gramps, you know I graduated last
week? I enter college in the fall. Did you
hear me, Gramps, I graduated last week!"
The old man nodded slowly and blinked his
unseeing eyes. "Fine. Fine, good work."
"Yeah, and I'm going out for baseball in
college! Some of those curves you showed me
should go over big, huh?"
"You have graduated now. Fine work."
"Yeah! I did pretty well, too! Got pretty
good marks except for trig! You should have
been around to help me with that stuff,
Gramps, ha, ha !"
Allan had to look away from his grandfather 's slack jaw and glazed eyes. His lips
kept working and God! his hands. Like mittens of loose white skin over bones. Where
was the wiry, athletic-looking, dogmatic-talking
guy that had shown him those curves? God,
had a few years done this! Allan felt terribly
outraged, but against what he didn't know.
"You must do well in the future," the old
man said, after a long painful process of
thought.
"Oh, I will, Gramps, you can count on that!
Say, how's the old sandbox holding up?"
Perplexity disappeared from the old man's

face. His eyes lit up from within, as though
searching for something in the hanging air of
the room, and his lips worked into a benign
smile. "You used to play there all the time.
We had to call you three times for supper before you would come in. Your hands and knees
would be dirty. You built cities there. How
mad you would get when I threatened to destroy your cities if you wouldn't come in to
supper on time. " A laugh gurgled in the old
man's throat and his eyes drew shut.
"Yeah, and remember the long walks we
used to take down by the river?"
The old man gave a long weighty nod and
his expression turned to something like paternal
reproach. "You caught poison ivy on the path
after I'd forbidden you to go near it. "
"Yeah." Allan felt like crying out with
rage against the world.
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More helpless perplexity, then, "How is your
father?"
"Oh, he's all right! He's doing pretty well! "
"He hasn't come to see me in a long, long
time. " The old man's mouth curved downward in a look of childish aggrievement and for
an instant Allan feared that dusty tears were
going to roll out from between those white,
closed lids. But a strange wandering took
place in his grandfather's mind, and the next
statement rose again out of the past. "Your
father never went near the poison ivy."
The old man laid his head back on the chair,
into the stream of dust-spun sunlight. He was
silent for awhile, then began to talk in a remote half-whisper of things long past, sliding
from one misty remembrance to another, intermixing and intermingling them, rambling across
the twilight field of his memory. He awoke
memories that had been long-buried in Allan's
mind, mentioned names and incidents that had
come before him, recalled the whole forgotten
span of his childhood. The voice droned on
and seemed to merge with the watery sunlight,
forgetting Allan, the room, the present.
Allan's eyes wandered around the room, taking in the dirtiness and disorder of an old man's
last years, dust, neglect, everywhere. He gazed
morosely out the window into the street, silent
in the still afternoon.
There were piles of old, yellow-cornered
newspapers in the corners of the room, evidence
of elderly acquisitiveness; pipe ashes everywhere ; sideboard loaded down with mementoes
of the past, old chipped china, black-crusted
pipes in old walnut racks, oval frames containing yellowed photographs of bearded men and
bonneted women, inscrutable and timeless behind age-clouded glass. On the wall an old
clock kept lethargic time; a battered brass pendulum, gold-shining in some spots and dull
green in others, clacked haltingly back and
forth.
Allan noticed something gleaming red in the
dark-brown obscurity of the sideboard, a small
sandalwood pipe-rack, new and ornately carved,
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containing three meerschaums shining like polished bones. On the rack was a little gold
seal, the unmistakable seal of a department
store in Allan's hometown.
"Hey, Gramps," he asked, scattering the old
man's revery and glad to disperse the buzzing
silence that seemed to be a part of it. "Where
did you get those pipes? The meerschaums?
They're pretty nice."
The old man swung back into the present
instantly, his eyes open and dull-white with
feeble defiance. "Your father gave them to
me," he said in a strange sullen tone, "last . . .
last month." Then the eyes wavered, seemed
fixed on a point in the air halfway to Allan,
and then slowly drew out of focus, while his
voice, lost in transition from present to past,
quavered irrelevantly but shakingly emphatic,
"This has always been my home," and then he
seemed helplessly lost in time until, after a
dark, groping interval, his revery began again.
After an hour Allan felt that all time had
stopped; the clock seemed to be ticking the
same second over and over, and the heavy air
had thickened into an eternal green fog, shot
through by the unmoving immortal bar of
white sunlight. He and his grandfather were
sitting like stone figures in that tomb and his
grandfather's voice- sepulchral now - had
merged into the murmuring silence. Allan had
to get out.
He tiptoed over to his grandfather and
touched his shoulder. The rambling monologue stopped. The old man looked helplessly puzzled, perplexed by these recurring intrusions reaching down from the unforseeable
present.
'Tve got to leave now, Gramps," Allan whispered (wondering why he was whispering),
"but I'll be back, next-next week." He expected pleadings for him to stay, but his grandfather only nodded, closing his eyes. "Goodbye, Allan. Come again soon." His voice was
hopelessly far off.
"Who takes care of you, Gramps ?"
" . . . Takes care of me?"
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"Yeah. Who comes in to do the cleaning
and help you out?"
"Oh. A nice young woman comes in. A
fine young woman who is very helpful. "
"Okay. See you, Gramps." Allan reached
down and shook his grandfather's limp hand.
As he silently shut the door on the landing he
could hear him droning on again, to himself ..
Allan paused on the front porch and from
force of habit checked his watch. It was twenty minutes to four. He stepped off the porch
and, not knowing why, walked around the house
and out into the back yard. He had spent his
childhood there, but his remembrances of it
were vague and evanescent, except for certain
spots and details that his grandfather had fired
up in his memory.
A high picket fence overgrown with honeysuckle ran across the far end, and a long rickety
grape arbor heavy with thick brown vines and
bunches of green grapes ran from the house
down to the fence. The yard glimmered greengold in the sun, and was silent except for the
drowsy hum of insects. Allan's feet swished
through the high grass. He walked into the
sun-shot cavern of the arbor and paused before
an old sandbox with rotted palings. The sand
looked stained-dark and solid. He kicked at
it and a few fragments broke away, like shale.
A few feet away, half-hidden in the grass, lay
what had formerly been a small roof, with a
few supports still attached to it by orange-rusted
nails. The roof had rotted into blackness, with
round holes here and there through which
grass poked.
"That's all that's left of it," Allan thought.
He walked to the far corner of the fence and
wrenched open a gate half-hidden in the luxuriating honey-suckle. The vines crackled and
snapped as he pulled at it, and the rusted hinge
at the top gave way. The gate swung awry,
creaking, still held up by the unbroken vines
clinging to it.
He walked through somebody' s yard out into
a street. He was consciously retracing the steps

of the walks he and his grandfather used to
take. Why, he didn't know.
He crossed the street and another yard where
before there had been an empty lot. The path
was still there, though, beginning at the far
corner of the yard and plunging down through
brambles and poison ivy to the riverbank. He
clambered down, stepping sideways, starting
little crackling landslides of sand and gravel.
He skirted the poison ivy by a wide path, smiling as he did so, and finally walked out on the
narrow riverbank. It was dirt there, about
ten feet of it, and then the water began, and
he could see black spongy mud under its dark
surface. The river was moving in sluggish
cross-currents and counter-currents, catching
broad swaths of sunlight here and there, and
over on the other side, half-obscured in hazy
smoke, lay the trainyards. Allan could feel the
reverberations of ten;ific noise, freight cars
wrenching and banging with metallic shrieks,
the rapid throbbing of big locomotives, and an
occasional wailing whistle.
He sat down on the bank. He remembered
once when he had gotten a three-power telescope as a birthday present and he and his
grandfather had come down here and watched
the freights being shuttled back and forth
across the river. What to do about Gramps?
Something ought to be done. Positive action.
But what? Nothing. That's just the way
things went, that's all.
His heels dug absently in the dirt. He felt
the broad relentless sweep of time all around
him. He waited, half-expecting a tug to go by,
hatting its whistle and setting the bank awash
with slapping waves. Finally he got up, brushed
off his coat, and started up the path. "It's no
good to get sentimental over something that's
all done with," he told himself. He checked
his watch. Ten after five. He would be home
in time for dinner.
Thirty minutes are enough to make up a
hecatomb to time.

This issue, we are happy to say, shows a wide
diversity of writing skills at Trinity. That this diversity appears in the pages of the Review is more
than accidental, since in fact the board of editors has
achieved this only by concerted effort. By printing
material that is more truly representative of the writing which is being done on our campus we hope to
achieve a more direct appeal to our readers, while
providing more incentive for all phases of literary
expression.
Even while the Winter issue is going to press in
December, plans are under way for the Spring issue
which will be devoted to subjects about Trinity and
about college interests. Undergraduates are again
invited to submit their manuscripts, and special consideration will be given to articles, stories, poems,
and humor related to the collegiate scene. We will
announce a deadline date for sometime in early February. The board is still WO{king on the idea for a
section of reviews and criticisms and wishes to encourage material along those lines as well.

*

*

*

*

*

Much of the credit for the growing interest in the
Review must go to various members of the Trinity
faculty. , Dr. Samuel F. Morse's help as faculty advisor has been invaluable, and it is through him that
all outside contributions have been obtained in the
past. Another stalwart friend has been Dr. ]. Bard
McNulty, who has been instrumental in securing material and in suggesting numerous ideas for improving
the magazine. We have also derived support from a
number of faculty members who have written valuable
criticisms of past issues, Dr. George B. Cooper being
our most recent reviewer. We are grateful for these
and all the other forms of faculty assistance, and we
hope we will continue to merit such admirable cooperation.

*

Although lately we have not seen as much of our
faculty advisor as we would have liked, we wish to
congratulate Dr. Morse on a productive semester. He
has finished a book of poems, entitled The Scattered
Causes, which was selected by the Alan Swallow Poetry Award Competition as one of three entries to be
published sometime in the early Spring. We pub-

lish a selection from the book in this issue of the
Review. He also announced last month that he was
the father of a son, Samuel Crowell Morse. He acknowledges that both accomplishments can be attributed in great part to the assistance of his wife, Jane.
J. E. H.

*

*

*

The vagaries of fickle Mother Nature have never
been better illustrated than in the case of the modest
Alabama housewife who was abruptly catapulted to
world-wide prominence by virtue of becoming the
first human being, so far as is known, ever to have
been struck by a meteorite. Owing to the fact that
the human race tends to put a premium upon the
achievements of those of its members who succeed in
being first in any field of endeavor, Mrs. Hodges'
name will now be duly emblazoned in the annals of
history. Fame and fortune both are destined to be
the lot of this lucky, lucky lady, the latter accruing
from the inevitable appearance of her bruised hip before the AMA, the DAR, and Ralph Edwards, along
with royalties from the more or less colored Story of
her Life coming soon to your favorite theatre. But
as to the unassailable veracity of Mrs. Hodges herself
there can be no question: when asked by reporters
how it felt to be the proud possessor of the first bruise
ever administered by a shooting star, she replied with
deep-felt emotion, "I feel bruised."
As to our own reaction to this world-shaking event,
we are secretly desolate. Although we learned at our
mother's knee that the chances of any American's getting clipped by a meteorite within the next hundred
years are only three in ten, we were willing to accept
those odds; and now we find ourselves in the embarrassing position of having wasted the best years of
our life toiling over our Confessions of a Starstruck
Celebrity. Life has lost all meaning.
Oh well, you know what they say about every cloud.
Upon reconsidering, we're almost relieved that we've
been spared the doctor's bills, roof repair bills, imbroglios with the army and the board of aldermen,
and the fetid little hydrogen sulfide tests now being
performed on Mrs. Hodges' meteorite by fetid little
men from the Smithsonian Institute. Moreover, we
are now free to devote all our time to our second most
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favorite project: we have always wanted to be the
first human being to transmit psittacosis to a parrot.

J. s.

*

*

*

We count ourselves fortunate when atmospheric
conditions improve enough to enable us to hear the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. The intelligent
programs and music of CBC rarely fail to please, or
at least to stimulate, the listener, whereas Hartford
A-M stations, with their constant appeal to those who
are conditioned to commercial songs, irritate and dismay us, and the college radio station, WRTC, disappoints.
Because Hartford has no A-M outlet which presents music and discussion of a high standard for any
length of time, the Trinity radio voice appears to be
missing an opportunity to fill a void, and enter a field
in which there is no present competition except in
F-M and phonographs. What could serve as a real
stimulant and joy to our small college community and
the community of Greater Hartford, prefers rather
to cultivate the nadir of entertainment by catering to
the same groups that the A-M stations woo, and by
playing the same disagreeable Tin Pan Alley trash
which is presented much more ably by the pros.
The argument for continuing the present policy at
WRTC is that the station's library of classical music
is insufficient to supply sustained broadcasting without
tiresome repetition, whereas the popular tunes are
more than abundant, with the constant addition of
new records given to the station by the record company outlets as soon as they are released. Symphony
Hall, WRTC's oldest program and the only one devoted entirely to fine music, exhausts the classical
collection within weeks, playing only one hour each
weeknight.
Might not the record distributors, assured that the
station would devote itself to a schedule of good
music, be pleased to have an outlet for their classics
and give WR TC sufficient new classical records as
they appeared to put programs like Symphony Hall
on a competitive basis with the "pops" programs?
We like to feel that there is something more fundamental than a matter of taste at stake in WRTC's
policy, as naturally there should be something fundamental and weighty in any schoolboy discussion of
this type. We offer WRTC a packaged guilt complex in the following open letter.
The college, as a community dedicated to learning
and the pursuit and enjoyment of culture, has a responsibility to society to act as a habitat for traditional
virtues and as a greenhouse for new ideas. In any
age there is some method which is particularly suited
to the use of the college in fulfilling its task as an
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educational institution. In an electronics age, radio
offers itself as a tool with which high standards of
artistic and scientific appreciation can be fostered and
encouraged. Without criticizing your talent or your
zeal, we protest the waste of the facilities of WRTC
in the propagation of cheap entertainment, no matter
how popular with some groups, as failing the college and the high ideals for which the college stands,
and as making the static which plagues our radio
doubly hateful.
]. S. B.

*

*

*
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Now that winter has officially cum in, and the
most exciting thing one can hope to do during the
course of a day is break his back on the icy walks,
we have been mak:ng an exhaustive study of winter
wearing apparel seen on campus. Although the whole
get-up is intriguing (when one considers duffercoats and Chesterfields, ten-foot scarves and padded
sneaks) , we think the most fascinating accouterment
of all is the hat. Before you all cry out in protest
that hats simply are not worn, let us tell you that you
are gravely mistaken. We have seen many! There
is a certain segment of the college population that
evidently hasn't read Philip Wylie. Or maybe some
have been spending too much time on Madison
Avenue. This season the " hat" has appeared in more
varieties than ever before. Besides the usual modified Homburgs and golf caps, we've seen stocking
caps with pom-poms and scarves that are really hats .
Army surplus has given way to a decided European
influence. This year the continental capitary costume has changed somewhat. We've noticed that the
jaunty Tyrolean hat with the shaving-brush on the
side has been supplanted by the beret-all shapes and
sizes in a myriad of colors. Just what has caused
the Parisian affectation seems to be somewhat of a
mystery. We had actually expected to see sombre navy
stocking hats in response to "On the Waterfront."
Although the student body is usually responsible for
the most outre in clothes, we feel the most original hat
on campus this season belongs to a faculty member
who is facing the blizzards in something right out of
"Peter and the Wolf. "
R.A.R.
Almost everything one means to say about a poet,
if the poet is good enough, remains unsaid; or it remains unsaid until one has written his own poems, as
the true act of criticism. The act of criticism for a
great poet is homage, and the deepest homage one
can pay a poet, aside from the dangerous commitments of one's own differences to poems that may be
nothing but burnt offerings, is no more difficult than a
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willingness to read what he has written. To begin
with, one must take a poet's words for what they are;
one must not mis·take take them for something else.
Th e Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens accommodates both the maker and the reader. For the
maker, any reservations he may put upon this most
elegantly self-assured and sensitively controlled use
of language will be evident in what he may write
later on. For the reader, the kind and character of
homage he pays will depend upon the integration he
makes of what he sees in the poetry and what the
poetry makes him see. "A few things for themselves," to begin with, will be enough; then "Certain Phenomena of Sound," and ultimately "The
Plain Sense of Things." The "few things" are many:
birds, flowers, landscapes, American places and characters, moonlight and sun, the seasons. The sounds
are the cries of bantams and toucans, the rattle of tin
cans, the rhythms of speech. And ultimately, after
one has seen and heard these aspects of reality, "the
plain sense of things" appears, miraculously, as a "festival orb," "a planet on the table." The progression, however wayward it happens to be, is from
"things as they are" to things as they become in the
imagination.
The homage one pays a writer, then, is the acknowledgment of having been persuaded, in spite of
reservations and honest skepticism, that a particular •
view of the world is true, that it has verisimilitude.
It cannot be otherwise. As an aspect of life, "poetry
is a destructive force ... it can kill a man. " If it is
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no more than an ornament, it is not worth the effort.
But the wild beast, truly mastered, takes the rider
where he could not climb by himself.
S.F.M.

*

*

*

*

*

*

We fully agree with any disparaging remarks you
may have in mind in reference to the New York subway system. The time was when they charged only
a nickel for a ride, and we couldn't very well criticize
transportation which takes one up to twenty miles on
that small amount. But them days are gone, and for
fifteen-cent tokens one ought to feel free to belabor
their every fault to one's heart's content, until it's felt
that the extra dime has earned its share of vendetta.
We had to write a letter the other day and found
ourselves with paper which didn't hold ink too well,
forcing us to use the typewriter, a thing which we had
to apologize for to the person we were writing. We
don't usually employ the typewriter for personal letters as it is much too formal and cold a thing. Handwriting is just as much an asset of a letter at times as
the content itself, as you can tell a great deal about
a person by the way the script is fashioned, which
gives the very subtle effect of hringing the personality
of the writer onto the paper and thence into the reader's consciousness. That's why letters seem to contribute to bringing people who are physically far apart
close together and makes their reception important
beyond their mere news content.
]. S. B.
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We Serve Dinners and Lunches

Call CH 7-6272 for Reservations
Free Parking
175 Washington St.
Hartford, Conn.

ALL ABOUT TOBACCO ... INCLUDING SEVERAL REASONS WHY

Edgeworth Never Bites Your Tongue
This Amazing Pouch Means Cooler Smoking !
~

Edgeworth's Way with White Burley
Has Never Been Equalled
Your true tobacco expert will tell you
that white burleys are the world's
coolest smoking tobaccos. Edgeworth
is a blend of white burleys onlyaged like fine wine, for years. Of
course, other tobaccos use white burley too-but nobody yet has found
out just how to blend and process
tobacco to give it the even-burning,
cool-smoking character that Edgeworth " Ready-Rubbed" has maintained.
What "Ready-Rubbed" Means
to Your Smoking Pleasure
Old time smokers knew the secret of
cool, even burning. They carefully

Edgeworth tobacco leaves
our plant with just the right
moisture content for a cool,
no-bite smoke. You can be
sure every pouch will be
that way when you open it,
because only Edgeworth
has the Seal-Pak pouch.
Sealed air-and-water tight,
it promises you fresher tobacco than any other type of
pocket pack. No bulky corners in your pocket either.

Forgotten in tackle-box- Edgeworth Still Fresh

One fisherman friend of ours left an unopened Edgeworth pouch in his tackle
box for a year. When he found it the tobacco was still moist and cool smoking.

"hand-rubbed" their tobacco until it
crumbled into chunks of just the
right size. Now Edgeworth does all
this for you before the tobacco is
packaged. An ingenious exclusive
process "ready-rubs" Edgeworth into
chunks that pack right in your pipe,
giving you a cool, leisurely smoke
with never a touch of tongue bite.

FOR A COOL MIXTURE
TRY J.IOLIOAY
A "custom" blend
of five tobaccos selected for mildness
and aroma. The
only mixture in the
Seal-Pak pouch.

SPECIAL OFFER 1/!9

YOU'RE SMARTER SMOKING

Ed eworth
AMERICA'S FINEST -PiPE TOBACCO FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

---------------,

Get this new polished a luminum stem "Park
L a ne" pipe with intercha ngea ble imported
briar bowl and exclusive "dri-dome" moisture
trap- along_ with 2 full-si zed pouches of
EDGEWORTH tobacco. If yo ur dealer cannot supply you, use this handy order blank.

1
I
I
1

I

Name

I
I

I

City
Sta te _ _ I
M ail with $1.50 to Park Lane, Larus & I
Brother Company, Inc ., Richmond, Virginia. ~

L ____________ :_M~J

EnJ·oy both
sides of smoking
pleasure!

LrcnT U P a kin g-size Cavalier
and you learn why so many mart
college people are shifting to
Cavaliers. Yes, Cavaliers give yo u
mildness where it really co unts
... in the feel of the smoke.
You know Cavaliers are extra
mild beca use the smoke feel so
mild, so li ght, smooth and
easy-going. And tastes so good ..•
so fin e and la tin gl y refreshing.
Join the thou ands who aTe
enjoying extra mildness and
superb flav or in kin g-size
Cavaliers! Get some today!

Bavalier

Off campus, or on . .. Try king·size
Cavaliers, and feel that Cavalier mild·
ness, so smooth and light! See if you

I

don't agree with thou and of smokers
who compared kin g-size Cavali er with
th e cigar e tt es they 'd been smoking.

See why, among thousands of smokers interviewed .••

CAVALI~RS AR~ KING-SIZE
yet priced no higher than leadin g regular·size
brand s. Wh y not graduate to Cavaliers?
R . J. Reynolds Tobacco Companr. \Vin ston-Su lem, X. C.

